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QUESTION 1

HOTSPOT 

You run the following command. 

For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise, select No. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: Yes 

http://localhost:5000/status : Also requested with GET, this verifies if the api-key used to start the container is valid
without causing an endpoint query. 

Box 2: Yes 

The command saves container and LUIS logs to output mount at C:\output, located on container host 

Box 3: Yes 

http://localhost:5000/swagger : The container provides a full set of documentation for the endpoints and a Try it out
feature. With this feature, you can enter your settings into a web-based HTML form and make the query without having
to 

write any code. After the query returns, an example CURL command is provided to demonstrate the HTTP headers and
body format that\\'s required. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cognitive-services/luis/luis-container-howto 

 

QUESTION 2

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while 

others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You build a language model by using a Language Understanding service. The language model is used to search for
information on a contact list by using an intent named FindContact. 

A conversational expert provides you with the following list of phrases to use for training. 

Find contacts in London. Who do I know in Seattle? 

Search for contacts in Ukraine. 

You need to implement the phrase list in Language Understanding. 

Solution: You create a new pattern in the FindContact intent. 

Does this meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

Instead use a new intent for location. 
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Note: An intent represents a task or action the user wants to perform. It is a purpose or goal expressed in a user\\'s
utterance. 

Define a set of intents that corresponds to actions users want to take in your application. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cognitive-services/luis/luis-concept-intent 

 

QUESTION 3

You build a bot by using the Microsoft Bot Framework SDK and the Azure Bot Service. 

You plan to deploy the bot to Azure. 

You register the bot by using the Bot Channels Registration service. 

Which two values are required to complete the deployment? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. botld 

B. tenancld 

C. appld 

D. objeccld 

E. appSecrec 

Correct Answer: CE 

Reference: 

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/bot-docs/blob/live/articles/bot-service-quickstart- registration.md 

 

QUESTION 4

HOTSPOT 

You are developing the shopping on-the-go project. 

You need to build the Adaptive Card for the chatbot. 

How should you complete the code? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: name.en 

Box 2: "$when": "${stockLevel != \\'OK\\'}" 

Product displays must include images and warnings when stock levels are low or out of stock. 

Box 3:image.altText.en 
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QUESTION 5

You have an existing Azure Cognitive Search service. You have an Azure Blob storage account that contains millions of
scanned documents stored as images and PDFs. 

You need to make the scanned documents available to search as quickly as possible. What should you do? 

A. Split the data into multiple blob containers. Create a Cognitive Search service for each container. Within each indexer
definition, schedule the same runtime execution pattern. 

B. Split the data into multiple blob containers. Create an indexer for each container. Increase the search units. Within
each indexer definition, schedule a sequential execution pattern. 

C. Create a Cognitive Search service for each type of document. 

D. Split the data into multiple virtual folders. Create an indexer for each folder. Increase the search units. Within each
indexer definition, schedule the same runtime execution pattern. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/search/search-howto-indexing-azure-blob-storage 
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